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President’s Aloha
by Amy Bright
Welcome to 2008, the
Year of the Rat. Identified with charm, hard
work, and prosperity, the
Rat, as the first animal
in the Chinese astrology
system, also signifies
leadership and courage.

Suzanne, Samantha, Glo
and Jean.

Nguyen complete the
board.

MEDAH is also growing
in leadership. The new vice This year, our desire is to
president Jessica Schmidt provide the members
with more opportunities
is integrating technology
for dance and friendship
in the organization to
with indoor and outdoor
make information more
Last year, under the guid- timely and accessible. She haflas, teacher workance of President Willow is updating the website as shops, a student recital,
Chang, MEDAH imwell as instituting changes openings to perform at
the Midsummer‟s Night
proved its financial
that will enable the Z to
Gleam, and more.
standing, hosted a num- be issued more regularly.
ber of haflas, revised the
Bernice Lee (aka Beebee), Thank you for joining us.
by-laws, and began an
MEDAH‟s new secretary, For love of the dance,
archival process with the
is eminently suited to her
help of Bob McKeand to
Amy
role, being an organized,
remind members of past
responsible woman who is
happiness.
focused on providing the
This year, MEDAH will membership with
continue to lead in exem- quality service as well
plary fiscal management as promoting excelunder Treasurer Dorothy lent ideas for the upWheeler as well as lead coming year.
in its educational goals
Finally, the memberswith the help of profesat-large are a combisional teachers such as
nation of the past and
Member-at-large Willow
present. Willow
Chang and member
Chang, JanDee Abrateachers Kalae Kaina,
ham, and Lam
MEDAH is now online at: www.medah.org.
Renee Vea, Shadiya,
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MEDAH Mission:

MEDAH 2008
President: Amy Bright
Email: Zagoreet@hotmail.com
Vice President: Jessica Schmidt
Email: VicePresident@medah.org

MEDAH is a non-profit organization
dedicated to promoting the diversity of
Middle Eastern and related forms of
dance, music, and culture, through
education, instruction and community.

Treasurer: Dorothy Wheeler
DWheeler@hawaii.edu
Secretary: Bernice Lee
Members at Large:
Willow Chang
WillowChang@hotmail.com
Lam Nguyen
l1enlacn@yahoo.com
JanDee Abraham
Jandee@hawaii.rr.com

To Contact the Z Editors:
Amy Bright
Zagoreet@hotmail.com

MEDAH,
the gift of dance, community and education.
$30 doesn’t buy much these days, but that’s
the low price of membership to Hawaii’s only
non-profit group devoted to Middle Eastern
dance and culture. Included with your dues:
Our improved mini-mag the Z.
Teacher Listings on our Website
Ad listings on our Website, in the Z, and
via email to members
Performance opportunities
Local and national teacher seminars
Access to the Video library
Fundraising activities
Vending opportunities
Membership meetings
Annual Voting Privileges
Great Haflas –parties!

Jessica Schmidt
VicePresident@gmail.com

Z Publication Policies:
All submissions for Z publication
are subject to editor’s review, revision, and suitability for print.
Members are encouraged to submit letters, articles, reviews, photos, and advertisements pertaining to the arts of the Middle East
to the editor.

Advertising: Ads submitted to the Submission Deadline is the 15th
Z must be camera ready by the
of the Month prior to publication.
deadline below. Electronic submis- Please send Submissions to:
sions preferred. Rates: $20 full page
(8 1/2 x 11); $10 half page (8 1/2 x 5
MEDAH
1/2); $5 quarter page (4x5 1/2); and
PO Box 22282,
$2.50 business card (3 1/2 x 2).
Honolulu, HI 96823
Zagoreet@hotmail.com
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President’s Aloha, by Willow Chang
Another year and another season
has come and gone, and once again
the only constant is change. My
fall season was spent traveling,
performing and teaching dance: in
New Jersey at Raksassah East, a
German tour sponsored by
Naheda and a trip to Switzerland
followed with my dance sponsor
Meissoun. As always, it‟s amazing to meet wonderful people in
dance who commit themselves to
their practice and art. And, I still
marvel at all the places dance has
taken me, from the journey of the
heart to the discoveries of the soul.
In December, we had our last
MEDAH hafla of the year, sponsored at member Angela Matsumura‟s house (shokrun!). We had a
nice attendance with great dancing
and as promised, delicious Persian
food from Dat One Persian Restaurant. We also conducted our
MEDAH elections, with the resulted counted before the membership. Due to some members‟ previous family commitments, not everyone elected was able to accept
their nominations. Persons with
the next amount of votes were notified, and positions were accepted
accordingly.
It is with great aloha and enthusiasm that I support the 2008 board.
In actuality, it‟s not always an
„easy‟ job to be a volunteer: there‟s
always something that needs tending and seemingly there‟s never
enough time, resources or members
to help. (I certainly hope this
changes!) I believe that MEDAH

continues to share a unique vision
and provide opportunities for education, creativity and unity
through its membership.

With Spring (!) well under way,
we‟ve already had a bevy of belly
dance activities and events, with
Carol Morse sponsoring the
amazing Ava Fleming in January,
On another note of change, it is
Kunti Das producing workshops
with great sadness that I share the and a show for international Egypnews of my father‟s passing. Altian dance star Tito and Kalae and
bert Chang, known to most just
Shakti Dance Movement bringing
„Mr. Chang‟, passed on peacefully in Melodia in January. Wow!
after a 2 and a half-month stay in
the hospital. Fellow MEDAH
This March, I attended and
member Renee Arnold noted both taught (!)the Rakassah West belly
my mother and father‟s absence at dance festival, regarded by many
our last hafla, saying, “it‟s not the as the „Mecca‟ of belly dance!
same” (without them.) Both my
And, my dance group SANGHA
parents have been staunch supDance Theater also performed,
porters of the local belly dance
which was really special. I will
scene, for nearly 15 years!
write about this adventure for the
next Z, and I hope each of you can
My dad was ready for the next
find time to send in your submisjourney, and he assured us that the sions of what‟s going on in your
secret to living was to simply “Life world of dance!
your Life”. My father certainly
did, and I‟m proud to share his in- In retrospect, I‟m pleased with the
terest in the arts and passion for
achievements of the 2007 board
humanity. I am truly honored and (reworked by-laws, membership
delighted to know that so many of dues, Jan, July and Dec haflas, the
you had the chance to meet my
Gleam performances, 2 day teacher
Dad over the years, whether at a
workshop, guest artist/teacher Mihafla, political gathering, Greek
chael McElhaney, video hafla, the
Festival, a par chance citing at
Z with color photos, the new
Long‟s Drug Store or simply walk- MEDAH website and the start of
ing through my house for class! He the video archival process with
genuinely loved the dance, and
Bob McKeand!). As always, it‟s
knew many of you by name, face or an honor to serve as your President
by dance. I want to thank the local - or in ANY capacity for that matand national dance community
ter! Thank you again for a great
who‟ve been so supportive, gra2007, and I hope to see you dancing
cious and full of Aloha- you‟ve
in 2008!
made this time of transition comforting to both my family, and me Aloha, Willow
and it is very appreciated.
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Attention MEDAH Members and Teachers!!!
Large Scale Public Venue performance opportunity!!!

COMING SOON!!!
YOU DON’T WANT TO MISS THIS!!!
Any instructor or dance troupe leader who is a MEDAH member, or joins MEDAH, and brings students to join MEDAH
will be able to perform in a group and / or a solo number at a Large Scale Public Venue, to be announced. Here are
the details:



If 5 of your students join MEDAH: 5 minute group number for you and your students.
If 10 of your students join MEDAH: 5 minute group number for you and your students + 5 minute solo number
for you!

JOIN NOW to be apart of MEDAH, Hawaii’s only non-profit group dedicated to promoting the diversity of Middle Eastern and related forms of dance, music, and culture!

It’s only $30– for the year. Send your yearly dues (checks only, please do not send cash) to:
MEDAH
PO Box 22282,
Honolulu, HI 96823
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President: Amy Bright

I have studied dance for

ing Upper School English and a connection with

two years under Willow

and drama as well as direct- something outside of my-

Chang and have had the

ing various grade-level

self, my other impetus for

privilege to attend numer-

school productions. I am

dance is Psalm 150: Praise

ous workshops during this

also an amateur harpist

Him with the harp and

time. From Tito to Zoe to

(inspired by Thorin and

dance!

Aisha to local teachers, I

the elves in Lord of the

have been instructed and

Rings) and writer (inspired

I anticipate continuing

inspired to seek technical

by Dostoevesky and

growth for both my fellow

excellence and emotional

Douglas Adams).

artists and myself in the

awareness.

coming year and hope to be
Other than a love for

My main vocation is teach-

movement, music, colour,

a part of that maturation.
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Vice President: Jessica Schmidt
Jessica, who was a member
at large for the previous two
administrations, has been a
MEDAH member for three
years. She is an active volunteer, taking part in workshops, setting up and breaking down haflas, coming to
meetings, starting the new
medah website, and submitting articles to the Z.
Jessica began her dance
journey with teacher and
MEDAH member Willow
Chang over 6 years ago, and
makes it a point to learn
from other instructors and
dancers, attending workshops, classes, and festivals
both in Hawaii and on the
mainland. She is a member
of Sangha Dance Theater

and has had the privilege of
dancing in San Francisco in
both 2006 and this year at
Rakkasah with Willow and the
fabulous ladies who make up
the dance company.
Originally from Germany, Jessica has lived on the East
coast, and now makes Hawaii
her Home. She is pursuing
her Master’s
Degree in Diplomacy and
Military
Studies, and
has her BA in
Literature
from Hawaii
Pacific University.
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cluding painting, costuming,
writing, poetry, jewelry
making, learning to Tango,
playing RPGs such as Dungeons and Dragons, and collecting things such as pink
dice, tea kettles and cake
pans.
This year Jessica will also
be tackling the job of coediting the Z! along with
MEDAH President, Amy
Bright.

She has many
passions in-

Secretary: Bernice Lee
As a child, Bernice took Hapkido, and Jazz dance for
many years. In Jr. High, she
was on the drill team and in
High School, she was in the
tall flag team, and involved
with the Drama Dept for all
four years. Then, when she
entered college, she stopped
doing any form of dance. She
returned to dance with Hula
for a little over a year in 04,
and started seriously taking
belly dancing lessons in 06.
Her personal goal with belly
dancing has been the journey
to getting back into shape.

Besides belly dancing, Bernice is active in a number of
other art forms; one of her
main hobbies is working with
metal jewelry, which she has
been doing since the age of
15. Her metal art repertoire
includes soldering, fusing,
and wire working. Education
wise, she holds BA in Asian
American Studies with a minor in Chicana/o Studies, a
diploma from GIA for Graduate Diamond Grading (in
residency), and she is also
currently working on completing her Paralegal degree

from KCC. On a side note,
she also breeds dust bunnies
unwillingly, and is currently
trying to break her soda addiction.
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Treasurer: Dorothy Wheeler
Aloha! My name is Dorothy
Wheeler and I am your
Treasurer. My adventures
into belly dance began in
1980 when I wanted to lose
weight and have fun exercising. I studied with
‘Nasreen’ (Nancy Barbor) in
Boston. She was a wonderful
instructor, a Bennington College graduate in dance, who
performed at Averof’s in
Cambridge. Nasreen also
knew ‘Morocco’ and had arranged for her to perform at
The Middle East Restaurant
where I first saw her in person. In those days, Boston
had a huge Middle Eastern
community with many different clubs featuring Arabic
and Greek dancing. By 1981,
I had my first performance at
The Middle East Restaurant
as a participant in a belly
dance contest.
By 1982, after having lost 35
pounds, I was asked to dance
regularly at The Middle East
Restaurant - as ‘Jameela’.
However, I felt uncomfortable performing in a nightclub atmosphere, so I chose
to perform belly grams at
birthday parties and special
occasions.
After working for more than
twenty-five years, I changed
careers from business and
international banking to
teaching. I’m finally
‘following my bliss’ after reentering education, complet-

ing my BA in Liberal Studies
in 1997, and my MA in ESL
(English as a Second Language) in 2002 at the University of Hawaii at Manoa.
Now, I teach adult ESL because I enjoy bringing people
together from diverse cultures - bridging communication gaps and sharing the appreciation for cultural diversity. I have taught at
Kapiolani Community College, Hawaii Pacific University, Roosevelt High School,
University of Hawaii at
Manoa, Travel Industry
Management Program for
visiting Japanese students,
and taught and tutored ESL
to children and adults in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. I have
lived in India,
Portugal, Japan,
Korea, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan,
Kazakhstan,
Turkmenistan,
Turkey, Algeria,
Saudi Arabia,
and Egypt and
have traveled to
Western China,
Hong Kong, Pakistan, Europe,
Mexico, the Dominican Republic,
and Canada. I
love dancing belly dancing,
Greek line dancing, and Hawaiian hula.
I feel my other

role is in MEDAH as an
‘ambassador’. I have been a
MEDAH member since 1995.
I love to help bring out
the ‘dance’ in all the wouldbe ‘wall flowers’ who come to
our MEDAH fundraisers and
haflahs. Knowing that each
dancer has her own special
style and unique background
experience, I think it’s important to acknowledge each
dancer’s style and special
qualities. Through praise
and support, I want to bring
out the best in each dancer.
Also, I enjoy balancing
MEDAH’s checkbook!
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Member at Large: JanDee Abraham
Aloha! I am JanDee Abraham,
MEDAH member-at-large for
2008. I'd like to introduce myself to those of you I haven't
met yet, and I look forward to
meeting you at the future
MEDAH functions.
Born and raised here in Hawaii, I attended the Kamehameha Schools and am a
graduate of University of Hawaii--Manoa with a B.A. degree in Drama and Theater.
When moved, I act in local
community theaters and have
performed roles in LCC's
Rocky Horro Picture Show
(Columbia) and ACT's Kismet
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(LaLune).

ers, Habibi Hawaii, and Rakkasah 2006 and 2008. When
I'm not flying or dancing, I enjoy acting in film, television,
and on stage.

For over 20 years, I have
worked as a flight attendant
for Hawaiian Airlines and
have had the opportunity to
visit the Middle East, Greece,
Europe, Australia, the South
Pacific, and Africa.
I was first introduced to the
world of belly dance years ago
by my friend and co-worker
Nalani Andres. Since 2004, I
have studied with Willow
Chang and am a member of
SANGHA Dance Theater. Over
the years I've performed at
MEDAH functions, fundrais-

Member at Large: Lam T. Ngyuen
Ms. Nguyen is a native
of Vietnam but was
raised in upstate New
York. She has had an
affection with dancing
since the early age of 7.
She first learned the
traditional folk dances
of Vietnam, all of
which evoke rhythm,
culture and an indigenous spirit.
While residing in Hawaii, where she has
now lived for nearly
twenty years, Lam has
continued her love for
dancing by studying
Hula, Salsa and Classical Indian Dance. Combining her passions of
surfing and the discipline of running ultra-

marathons, she also
studied Eastern movements like yoga, and
Taichi, eventually
teaching the latter for
9 years. With two decades of building a solid
foundation in dance,
her spirit has more recently gravitated towards belly dancing.
By training in this millennium old art, Ms.
Nguyen wishes to further her knowledge of
the technical and choreographic aspects
while keeping focus on
the deep rooted traditions and modern interpretations.
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Member at Large: Willow Chang
Willow has been a MEDAH
member almost as long as
she’s been in love with belly
dance. She joined in 1995,
and has been a member
ever since. In that time,
she’s held various offices
including Publicity Director, member at large and
President, for 5 different
terms. She was also the
Zagoreet/Z editor, while
serving as president. She is
proud to cite many of her
ideas are now standard
MEDAH Events, including
upstart of the archival
process –including the
video and photo library, initiated the process to create
the websites and MEDAH
hotline, organizing performance fundraisers that
involve both dance and
food, the video hafla format
(to educate and share tapes
and DVDs with others), inclusion at the Foster Garden’s Gleam and countless
venues over the years, and
the creation of the Annual
local Teacher Workshops.
Willow also co-coordinated
MEDAH Workshops with
national talent including
Baraka (’97), Ansuya (’98),
Rashid of the Salimpour
School (’06) and Michael
McElhaney (’07). You’ll find
Willow attending every
MEDAH event she can, always ready to MC, joke,
share, clean up, organize,
brainstorm, teach and of

course, dance. She
is honored to celebrate the purpose
of MEDAH and
continue to promote the diversity
and community
that belly dance
provides!
For the past 14
years, she has focused her studies
on Middle Eastern
dance and related
forms and is recognized as Hawai‘i’s
premier Middle
Eastern Dance artist. Annually, she
travels to study
with master teachers and perform. As founder and artistic director of
SANGHA Dance Theater,
Willow has developed a following as a choreographer
for her own contemporary
solo dance performances, as
well as ensemble works for
her dancers. Her company,
Passport Productions, produces national and international instructor’s workshops and events.
Willow has performed and
taught in Europe, in Germany and Switzerland
(2007), at UNESCO’s 20th
International Dance Congress (Athens, Greece,
2006), The Music Medicine
Concert (Cairo, Egypt,

2005), The International
Academy of Middle Eastern
Dance (IAMEDS) Belly
Dance Reloaded concert and
DVD (2004), Layali al Saif
Dance concert at Santa
Monica Performance Space
(2005), Hollywood Music
performance DVD series
(2006), Leela’s Arabia Exotica Concert, LA (2006) and
actress Margaret Cho’s Sensuous Woman Concert
(2006). Willow’s journey
continues with teaching and
performance engagements
in San Francisco at the 28th
Rakkasah International
Belly dance Festival, Spring
2008.
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MEDAH WINTER HAFLA 2007
Photos by Bob McKeand

Renee

Jalé

Amy

Beth

Willow
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MEDAH WINTER HAFLA 2007

Suzanne

Shakti Dance Movement

Sangha Dance Theater
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An Unforgettable Experience with Ava Fleming

by: Amy Bright

Loveliness dwells in the curve of a smile, the sweep of an arm, the flow of a veil. This particular grace is associated with dreaminess, an otherworldliness that reminds us of transcendence. Rarely is loveliness
melded with boldness, the quality of courage that strengthens both dancer and audience.
Ava Fleming, performer and teacher, blends the two while exhibiting the best of the instructors who
have visited the islands before her: the commanding presence of Naheeda, the precise muscle control of
Zoe Jakes, the visceral musicality of Prince Andrew, combined with her own elegance of posture and expression.
Two days of workshops taught local and outer-island students the techniques to achieve similar
sophistication. Saturday’s forum focused on arm work. Ava instructed her students using both theory and
demonstration, explaining that arms can occupy all areas of space [front, side, and back] and then exploring various frames and emotional expressions. She combined arms with torso movement to create the fluidity associated with her dance style.
Sunday’s workshop built on the previous day’s experience, adding boldness of presentation to the
gracefulness of the arms. Ava began by teaching technique—specifically, how to isolate the “Jesus” muscle, or the 8th of the 6 pack to use the muscle for tighter, more controlled amis 1 and hip drops on the funky
jewel. After the technique, she led a series of combinations that fused jazz with American and Egyptian
cabaret. Constant repetition reinforced the movements.

2

We students did not have the luxury of merely following. In keeping with her status as a professor,
Ava split each workshop into learning, following, and applying. Both days, we divided into groups of four
or five and spliced together our own combinations to perform for the class. These provided multiple benefits: interaction with peers, muscle memory, the pressure of impromptu performances, and seeing how others fit movement and music. 3
These two days were not only about the hours of dancing. During the twenty to thirty minute
breaks, novice and seasoned dancers plundered the few vendors who appeared, exclaimed over past performances, and spent time talking story. Ava’s enthusiasm and energy remained during class and these
breaks when she spoke freely and answered questions about her dance and life. The balance of intensity
and relaxation, much like Ms. Fleming’s dance, infused both days with peace and inspiration.
I 1f you managed to do this, you were rewarded with the tighter ami and the feeling of an UTI/bladder infection the next day.
Any tips on stretching this area are greatly appreciated!
2 And the concept that life and art are pain.
3 It also provided occasion for great humility.
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Around Town: Calendar:






April 4th at the Ong King

Center for the Arts with Zoe
Jakes 10pm-2am. Look for the
Ad in this issue! Call Kalae at
358-2571 for more information. 
April 5th at Next Door, Dj
Nocturna presents Camera Obscura, 9pm-2am. Belly Dancing by Willow Chang.

April 19 at Honolulu Hale,
Golha Ye Del, a Hawaii based
Persian dance group will be
performing as part of the
Mayor's Culture and Arts bash.

More Events to be listen online and in
April 25th &26th Leeward
the next issue. Online event listings
Community Collage Modern
will be updated within 2 days of event
Dance Festival, call Kalae at
358-2571 for more information. receipt. Please submit events if you are

July 19, 2008 MEDAH Performance at Foster’s Botanical
Gardens: Midsummer's Night
Gleam (Saturday)
TBA Summer 2008, MEDAH
Local Teacher Workshops and
hafla.

a member of a dance company, troop,
collective, or solo artist and an event is
coming up that you would like to share
with the community. Please send all
information to our PO Box or via email
to: VicePresident@medah.org.

Dance Classes in Hawaii:
Listings are a reflection of MEDAH members in good
standing, not all who teach belly dance in Hawai’i.
Renee Arnold 951-0115
reneearn@hawaii.edu
Private and Semi-private lessons

Mana Hartman 854 – 6906
manaty774@yahoo.co.jp
www.imagroupmembers.com/manahartman
Nauru Tower
Beginners 1;15- 2:15pm intro 2:30 – 3:30 pm

Glo Ayson “Nurriyya” 383-6817
Private & Semi-private
Art of Dance Studio Manoa Marketplace
2851 E. Manoa Road Suite 1-207
Beg. Sun 3- 4 pm Beg./Cont. Mon 6:30 pm - 7:30 pm

Kalae Kaina 358 – 2571
Tribal Fusion Dance
Shakti Dance Movement

Willow Chang 292-0820
willowchang@hotmail.com
www.willowchang.com
myspace.com/willowchang
Private & Semi-private lessons
Director of SANGHA Dance Theater
PASSPORT PRODUCTIONS
Costume Design/ Choreography/Performance Coaching
Immortal Spirit
2nd flor Keeamoku street across from McDonald’s.
Technique classes every Saturday
Continuing Technique 10-11 am /Intmed. 11- 12 noon (10
am class req.)
Creative Movement @ Queen’s Womens’ Center
Tuesdays 4:30-5:30pm drop- ins welcome
Kapiolani Women’s Center Intro to Belly Dance
8:15- 9:15 am drop -ins welcome
Kapiolani Community College START 5/3, 5/15
Maile Dance Studio
Intro class Tues 6 - 8 pm Intermediate Thurs 6 - 8 pm
WEEKDAY Warriors- call for location
Continuing Technique Wed/Fri 11-noon

Suzanne Keyser- “Suzanne Hamdi” 955-7702/ 722-4422
Suzanne_hamdi@yahoo.com
www.bellydancebysuzanne.com
Director/choreographer Dancers of Isis
Semi-private class: Sat. by appt
University of Hawai’i, Manoa
Hemenway Hall, Rm 201
2 sessions each semester Weds 6:30-8 pm
Samantha Tavares 342- 3377
Afro- Brazilian Samba /Sundays 11-12:30 pm
Art of Dance Studio Manoa Marketplace
2851 E. Manoa Road Suite 1-207
Renee Vea 753 -2691
rveasvcs@msn.com
Director of Shakira Dancers of Hawai’i
Available for private lessons
Kaimuki Community Park, Dance Rm.
3521 Waialae Avenue
Intro/Cont Wed 7 - 8 pm /Int./ Choreography 8 - 9 pm



Middle Earth Ensemble at the Art
Zone, Interview and Pictures!!!



Golha Ye Del, Persian Dance



Rakkasah in San Francisco




MEDAH meeting minutes.

Pictures! Pictures! Pictures!!!

In the Next Issue:

PO BOX 22282
Honolulu, Hawaii 96823
MEDAH
We’re on the Web!
medah.org

Middle Eastern Dance Artists of Hawaii

Please inform MEDAH via email or regular mail of any and all
mailing address changes promptly. We are not responsible for
lost or miss-mailed issues of the Zagoreet unless we have your
address change on file. Mahalo for understanding.

2008 membership dues should be mailed to:
MEDAH
PO Box 22282
Honolulu, HI 96823
H A V E Y OU R E N EW E D Y O U R M E M B ER S HI P ?

